Dear Sir/Madam,

As you are aware that the LNJJ NICFS has been publishing “The Indian Journal of Criminology & Criminalistics” since 1981. It is the one of the oldest Journal in the field and probably a unique publication in India in the field of Criminology and Forensic Science. This journal is only of its kind in the country where scholarly articles are published by eminent authors and experts in subjects of professional relevance to the Criminal Justice System covering both Criminology and Forensic Science. The journal is very useful and essential reading for all who are directly or indirectly related to the Criminal Justice Administration as well as for the students and teachers.

2. Over the years, the Journal has gained an international recognition in the field of Criminal Justice System. The Journal very carefully choses up to date and high quality papers which are subsequently blindly vetted by two subject experts. It is published twice a year. The Editorial Board is comprised of all the senior faculty members of the institute so as to cover all the areas in criminal justice system.

3. The journal majorly covers paper/article on Criminology, Sociology of Deviance, Criminal Justice Administration, Juvenile Delinquency, Sociology of Law, Criminal Psychology, Social Defence, Police Science, Prison Studies, Cyber Crime, Criminalistics, Forensic Biology, Forensic Psychiatry, Forensic Medicine, Toxicology, Forensic Ballistics, Forensic Photography, Questioned Documents and other allied fields.

Based on your expertise and study area, you are requested to kindly contribute your writings to the Journal. Your contribution will be highly appreciated. You are also kindly requested to circulate this letter among the Faculty Members under your control.

(Signed)
Javeed Ahmad
Editor, IJCC & Director